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Abstract
This dissertation includes three essays. Essay 1 is a literature review of human resource
management (HRM) systems and firm innovation. Essay 1 reviewed different dimensions of
firm innovation and key supporting theories that explain why human resource management
systems can influence firm innovation in the literature. Essay 1 classified firm innovation into
three categories: innovation in people and organizations, innovation in processes, and innovation
in products or services. Essay 1 presented a list of mediators that explain how HRM systems
influence firm innovation, and a list of moderators that show when HRM systems influence firm
innovation. Essay 1 also found that HRM researchers mainly focus on innovation in product or
service. Thus, Essay 1 suggested that future research needs to explore how HRM systems
enhance innovation in people and organizations and innovation in processes. Other future
research directions can be found at the end of Essay 1.
Essay 2 is a bibliometric analysis which aims to explore the bibliometric network
structure in the major literature. Unlike Essay 3, Essay 2 does not include materials from nonpeer-reviewed sources, as such company reports or governmental assessments. Essay 2 found
that research collaborations exist within and across authors’ national cultures or national cultural
clusters. The bibliometric network structure, based on the co-occurrence of authors’ key words,
found three clusters in the field of HRM systems and firm innovation. The finding aligns well
with the three types of firm innovation in Essay 1. This structure suggests that most publications
focus on innovation in products or services. Therefore, more studies are needed for innovation
in people and organizations and innovation in processes.
Essay 3 is a meta-analysis, which intends to explore the relationships between different
types of HRM systems and different types of firm innovation at the population level. Essay 3
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also provides supports of the equifinality of different HR practices and examines the three
theoretical modes of HRM: universalistic perspective, contingency perspective, and
configuration perspectives. Unlike Essay 1 or Essay 2, Essay 3 only includes empirical papers.
With the results of meta-analysis, Essay 3 found that researchers are likely to survey
manufacturing companies at the Anglo cultural clusters when exploring the relationship between
HRM systems and firm innovation. Additionally, Essay 3 demonstrates the dynamic
relationships between HRM systems and different types of firm innovation and the moderating
role of sampled industries and cultural clusters at the meta-analytic level.
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Essay 1: A Literature Review of HRM Systems and Firm Innovation
The research question of Essay1 is: Why, how, and when will human resource
management (HRM) systems influence different types of firm innovation? Additionally, this
chapter presents future research directions.
FIRM INNOVATION IN LITERATURE
Teresa Amabile (1988) defined creativity as “the production of novel and useful ideas by
an individual or small group of individuals working together (p.126)” and defined innovation as
“the successful implementation of creative ideas within an organization (p.126).” Clearly,
innovation and creativity are theoretically different but empirically related. Under some
circumstances, researchers tend to use innovation and creativity interchangeably (EdwardsSchachter et al., 2015; Isaksen & Akkermans, 2011; Loewenberger, 2013). Under other
circumstance, researchers believe that creativity is the antecedent of innovation (Amabile &
Pratt, 2016; Im et al., 2013; Sarooghi et al., 2015; Williams & McGuire, 2010). To separate
these constructs, researchers should stay closely with their definitions regarding the level of
outcomes and the level of analysis. Individual-level or team-level production of new and
insightful ideas refers to creativity. Firm-level implementation of these ideas belongs to
innovation (Zhou & Shalley, 2011). Innovation is critically important for researchers and
practitioners, because it is related to the long-term survival of a firm (Cefis & Marsili, 2019).
A classic definition of firm innovation is given by Knight (1967). He reviewed
innovation from the psychological, economic, and sociological perspectives and defined firm
innovation as “the adoption of a change which is new to an organization and to the relevant
environment (p.478).” Moreover, Knight (1967) suggested that firm innovation can be
categorized by functional differences and the degree of radicalness. The four functional types of
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firm innovation include: product or service innovation, production process innovation,
organizational structural innovation, and people innovation. For degree of radicalness, Knight
(1967) identified two aspects: performance radicalness and structural radicalness. Both indicate
the degree of changes an innovation approach would bring compared to the existing alternative.
This categorization of firm innovation has been widely used in literature and in meta-analyses of
firm innovation (see Table 1.1). Based on the study purposes, researchers might use innovation
as a unidimensional construct (Calantone et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2015).
In the literature, firm innovation can be categorized roughly as product or service
innovation, production process innovation, administrative innovation, technical innovation,
radical innovation, incremental innovation, innovation orientation, and innovation capability.
Among these types of firm innovation, product or service innovation and production process
innovation are studied most (see Table 1.1). As Knight (1967) pointed out, the categorizations of
firm innovation are overlapped and interrelated. For example, both administrative innovation
and technical innovation are related with the organizational structure and decision-making
process within an organization (Damanpour, 1991). These two dimensions of innovation are
highly overlapped with process innovation, organizational structure innovation, and people
innovation (Knight, 1967). The overlapping constructs of firm innovation can be due to intrinsic
and internal dependence of different types of innovation (Sarooghi et al., 2015). For example,
innovation in the production process may result from an innovation in organizational structure.
Other than conceptual similarities of firm innovation categories, divergence comes from
researchers’ different theoretical backgrounds. In the literature, firm innovation has been studied
in strategy (Li et al., 2015; Ma Prieto & Pilar Perez-Santana, 2014; Yanadori & Marler, 2006),
human resource management (Chow & Liu, 2009; Zhang & Lin, 2009), entrepreneurship
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(Chandler et al., 2000; Rosli & Mahmood, 2013; Zhang et al., 2016), operations management
(Hoang et al., 2006; Perdomo-Ortiz et al., 2009; Sadikoglu & Zehir, 2010), marketing (Stock &
Zacharias, 2011; van der Borgh & Schepers, 2018; Wei & Atuahene-Gima, 2009), organizational
behavior (Bhatnagar, 2014; Sharifirad & Ataei, 2012; Popa et al., 2017), and knowledge
management (Donate & de Pablo, 2015; Özbağ et al., 2013; Yang, 2010). To narrow down the
broad field of firm innovation and provide an in-depth review and customized future research
directions, this paper will only examine different types of firm innovation from the human
resource management aspect. To be more specific, this paper will examine different types of
firm innovation from the human resource management systems view.
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Table 1.1: Dimensions of Firm Innovation
Product or Service Innovation
new products or services introduced to meet an external user or market need

Damanpour (1991)

the development of new products or services aimed at answering a market need and
increasing the firm's power

Camisón-Zornoza et al. (2004)

the introduction of a new product to the marketplace

Vincent et al. (2004)

new products or services that are internally developed or externally purchased to meet
user needs

Lee & Xia (2006)

innovation primarily involved a product/service

Bowen et al. (2010)

Sarooghi et al. (2015)
novel products or services that are introduced into the market to meet customer needs
the development of new or enhanced offerings that involves the firm’s performance of a
Storey et al. (2016)
task/activity intended to benefit customers and firm economic performance
the introduction of new products or services to meet external market or user needs

Rousseau et al. (2016)

Production Process Innovation
new elements introduced into an organization's production or service operation

Damanpour (1991)

new elements, equipment or methods introduced into the firm's production system to
develop a product or service

Camisón-Zornoza et al. (2004)

new elements that are brought into an organization’s production or service operations

Vincent et al. (2004)

new business processes that organizations use to generate products and/or deliver services Lee & Xia (2006)
innovation primarily involved a product/service process

Bowen et al. (2010)

innovation in process

Rosenbusch et al. (2011)

the development of new products

Evanschitzky et al. (2012)
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Table 1.1: Dimensions of Firm Innovation
deliberate and new organizational attempts to change intra-company production and
Sarooghi et al. (2015)
service processes to make them more efficient
the introduction of new elements such as systems, equipment, materials, information, and
Rousseau et al. (2016)
work practices used to produce a product or service
Administrative Innovation
innovation in organizational structure and administrative processes
innovation in the coordination and control of the firm, the structure and management of
the organization, the administrative processes, and human resources
innovation that occurs in the social system, or the relationships among people who
interact to accomplish a particular goal, of an organization
Technical Innovation
innovation in products, services, and production process technology

Damanpour (1991)
Camisón-Zornoza et al. (2004)
Vincent et al. (2004)

Damanpour (1991)

innovation in productive process and is closely linked with the core activity of the
Camisón-Zornoza et al. (2004)
organization
innovation that occurs in the technical system of an organization and is directly related to
Vincent et al. (2004)
the primary work activity of the organization
Radical Innovation
innovation that produces fundamental changes in the activities of an organization and
represents clear departures from existing practices, and variation and routine
fundamental changes in the activities of an organization or industry with respect to
current practices
fundamentally change the activities of an organization and represent clear departures
from the previous way of conducting business

Damanpour (1991)
Camisón-Zornoza et al. (2004)
Vincent et al. (2004)

innovation that challenges existing approaches

Mueller et al. (2013)

innovation that generates fundamental and exploratory changes

Chang et al. (2014)
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Table 1.1: Dimensions of Firm Innovation
Incremental Innovation
innovation that result in little departure from existing practices

Damanpour (1991)

changes that enhance the capacities already present in the organization and have a low
degree of departure from existing practices

Camisón-Zornoza et al. (2004)

innovations that do not cause significant departure from the status quo

Vincent et al. (2004)

innovation that build on improvements and refinements of current skills and processes

Mueller et al. (2013)

innovation that generates exploitative changes

Chang et al. (2014)

Innovation Orientation
the tendency to engage in and support new ideas, novelty, experimentation, and creative
Rosenbusch et al. (2011)
processes that may result in new products, services, technological processes
Innovation Capability (Innovativeness)
the rate of innovation adoption and the willingness to change

Calantone et al. (2002)
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HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND FIRM INNOVATION
Firms have three main types of resources: physical capital resources, organizational
capital resources, and human capital resources (Barney, 1991). Human resource management
refers to the management planning, strategy, investment, and practices of firm human capital
resources, which include employees’ knowledge, skills, and abilities (Crook et al., 2011).
Traditional human resource management researchers focused mainly on the influence of
individual human resource practices. About two decades later, researchers began to hold a
strategic view of human resource management and explored how human resource configurations
facilitated firm strategic goals. At this point, researchers shifted their attention from the impact
of individual HR practices to the effectiveness of human resource practice bundles or systems
(Jiang et al., 2012). A main goal of current human resource management researchers is to
explore the relationship between strategic human resource management and firm innovation
(Bailey et al., 2018; Jackson et al., 2014). To contribute to this gap, I will explore the
relationships between HRM systems and firm innovation in three steps: 1) identify key
supporting theories that explain why and how HRM systems influence firm innovation; 2)
categorize different types of firm innovation that have been studied from the human resource
management perspective; and 3) provide a brief summary of findings and future research
directions in the field. For the purpose of the present study, I considered a HRM system to be
one that includes at least three individual HR practices. This paper is based on a thorough
review of the literature from different databases: Core, Directory of Open Access Journals,
EBSCO, Emerald Insight, Google Scholar, JSTOR, ProQuest, SAGE, Science Direct, Social
Science and Research Network, Springer Link, Taylor & Francis Online, and Wiley. The
searching keywords for firm innovation included “innovate,” “innovation,” “innovative,”
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“innovativeness,” “new product,” and “new process.” The searching keyword for human
resource management systems included “human resource,” “high performance work systems,”
“high involvement work systems,” “high commitment work systems,” “HR,” “HPWS,” “HIWS,”
and “HCWS.”
Key Supporting Theories
Resource-Based View and Dynamic Capabilities
Firms are bundles of resources and routines (Penrose & Penrose, 2009). In the resourcebased view, firms can achieve sustainable competitive advantages based on their resources that
have value, rareness, imperfect imitation, and sustainability (Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993).
However, Priem and Butler (2001) express two main concerns for the resource-based view: 1)
the resource-based view may have tautological issues in its constructs and faces challenges of
testability and validity; and 2) the resource-based view does not address the demand side
heterogeneity of resources. With these concerns, researchers began to adapt the dynamic
capabilities view of firm activities. This view proposes that how firms react or behave depends
on market dynamism. High degrees of dynamic capabilities indicate that some firms are good at
addressing market changes and tend to outperform their competitors (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000;
Teece et al., 1997).
The relationships between human resource management systems and firm innovation can
be explored with the resource-based view and the dynamic capabilities view. In the static
resource-based view, HRM systems can shape, develop, and influence firm human capital - an
essential part of innovation- through staffing intelligent job applicants, training current
employees with specific skills, and rewarding certain types of performance or behaviors but not
others (Donate et al., 2016; Lopez‐Cabrales et al., 2009; Stock et al., 2014). In the dynamic
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capacities view, HRM systems can be used as adjusting mechanisms, which balance market
dynamism and the appropriate human capital configuration of the firm (Messersmith & Guthrie,
2010; Wei & Lau, 2010; Zhang et al., 2016) so that firms can maintain or increase their
innovation leading to long-term survival (Cefis & Marsili, 2019).
Behavioral View of Firms and Organizational Learning Theory
The behavioral view of firms and organizational learning theory both belong to
evolutionary theory and both reflect managerial cognition and bounded rationalities of decision
makers (Ocasio, 1997). The behavioral theory views firm activities as the result of firm patterns
or routines. Therefore, firms tend to satisfice in decisions rather than making optimal decisions.
With this view, Nelson and Winter (1982) proposed that innovation can be increased by handling
puzzles of prevailing routines or recombining existing routines. Learning theory suggests that,
regardless of firm patterns and routines, firms need to balance explorative learning and
exploitative learning for long-term business survival and success. To achieve this balance,
March (1991) recommended that firms maintain a slow socialization of new members and
maintain moderate turnover.
In the behavioral view of firms, HRM systems can be considered as organizational
patterns and routines, which play key roles in firm decision-making and business activities.
HRM systems influence firm innovation because firms have historically pursued innovation
through attracting, selecting, and maintaining highly capable employees (Findikli et al., 2015;
Javed et al., 2017; Lau, 2011). In the learning view of firms, HRM systems can enhance
innovation, because top-level managers have paid attention to enhance firm human capital
through HRM systems. These HRM systems can balance firms’ internal and external human
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capital pools in order to be innovative (Dekoulou & Trivellas, 2014; McGrath, 2001; Shipton et
al., 2006).
Social Exchange Theory and Motivation Theory
Social exchange theory explores interactions among different parties. Cropanzano and
Mitchell (2005) identified six different exchange rules (reciprocity, rationality, altruism, group
gain, status consistency, and competition) and six types of resources that can be exchanged (love,
status, information, money, services, and goods). When studying the interaction between
employees and their organizations, researchers have widely applied the reciprocity principle and
explored associated variables such as employee’ job satisfaction, citizenship behaviors,
commitment, and engagement (Aryee et al., 2002; Eisenberger et al., 2019; Konovsky & Pugh,
1994; Wang et al., 2019).
Motivation theory explains what people need and explores how to align employees’
interests with employers’ interests. Motivation theory is rooted in the social exchange between
employees and their organizations, because both organizational effects and task characteristics
influence employees’ motivation, work orientation, and perceived person-organization fit
(Howard et al., 2016; Kanfer, 1990; Petri & Govern, 2012; Steers et al., 2004).
In the social exchange perspective, HRM systems can create innovation-supportive or
innovation-friendly environments through the reciprocity between an organization and its
employees (Boehm et al., 2014; Collins & Smith, 2006; Liu et al., 2017). Moreover, employees’
engagement, commitment, and citizenship behaviors can improve firm’s administrative
processes, reduce unnecessary costs, and achieve innovation (Bhatnagar, 2012; Soto-Acosta et
al., 2016; Sung & Choi, 2018). In the motivation perspective, HRM systems can influence firm
innovation both directly and indirectly. Direct influence can be achieved through promotion,
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compensation and exit management (Bhatnagar, 2014; Jaw et al., 2010; Wei & Atuahene-Gima,
2009). Indirect influence can be reached through training, communication, and performance
appraisals (Chen & Huang, 2009; Jimenez-Jimenez, & Sanz-Valle, 2005; Kaya et al. 2010).
Strategic Human Resource Management
In the literature of strategic human resource management (SHRM), there are three major
theoretical perspectives: the universalistic perspective, the contingency perspective, and the
configuration perspective (Delery & Doty, 1996). The universalistic perspective implies that one
best HRM system exists across many different situations. The contingency perspective indicates
that the best HRM systems are dependent on the context, such as firm strategies and legal
environments. Therefore, the best HRM systems are actually the “best fit” HRM systems. The
configurational perspective considers HRM systems in a holistic way and explores the synergy
and equifinality of HRM practices or components within the HRM systems (Marler, 2012;
Martin-Alcazar et al., 2005).
Despite the conceptual differences of SHRM theoretical perspectives, empirically,
researchers may apply only one SHRM perspective in any one paper or they may include,
combine, and compare these perspectives to study firm innovation in a paper. For example,
Zhou et al. (2019) only applied the contingency perspective and examined the mechanism and
contextual factors between human resource management practices and employee participation,
human capital and firm innovation. Lepak et al. (2007) and Liu (2011) applied both the
universalistic perspective and the contingency perspective to explore how human resource
management influence firm performance and firm innovation. Delery and Doty (1996)
compared three perspectives in their one study and found that different perspectives can
contribute to performance differently.
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Types of Firm Innovation from the Human Resource Management System View
Innovation is a very broad term which includes “production or adoption, assimilation, and
exploitation of a value-added novelty in economic and social spheres; renewal and enlargement
of products, services, and markets; development of new methods of production; and
establishment of new management systems” (Crossan & Apaydin, 2010: p.1155). CamisonZornoza et al.et al. (2007) suggested that researchers should study innovation as a
multidimensional construct rather than a unidimensional construct. Table 1.1 presented major
definitions and dimensions of firm innovation across disciplines. However, this paper aims to
explore firm innovation from the human resource management system perspective.
To achieve this goal, the author reviewed empirical and theoretical papers about HRM
systems and different types of firm innovation in major human resource, management, and
business journals and identified three categories of firm innovation: 1) innovation in people and
organization refers to the changes of collective mindsets or beliefs; 2) innovation in processes
refers to changes of organizational or production processes; 3) innovation in products or services
refers to updates at the endpoints (see Table 1.2).
Table 1.2: Categorizations of Firm Innovation in HRM Systems Studies
Innovation in People and Organizations
Current exploration strategy (Ko & Ma, 2017)
Exploitation (Para-González et al., 2018)
Exploration (Para-González et al., 2018)
Innovation (Razouk, 2011)
Innovation orientation of strategy (Stock & Zacharias, 2011)
Innovation strategy (Jimenez-Jimenez & Sanz-Valle, 2005)
Innovation strategy (Zhang & Li, 2009)
Innovation: New clients (Fu et al., 2015)
Innovative climate (Kang, 2015)
Innovative culture (Song et al., 2019)
Innovativeness (Collins, 2000)
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Table 1.2: Categorizations of Firm Innovation in HRM Systems Studies
Marketing Innovation (Ceylan, 2013)
Organizational ambidexterity: (Patel et al., 2013)
Organizational innovation (Ceylan, 2013)
Organizational innovation (Messersmith & Guthrie, 2010)
Organizational innovation (Rasheed et al., 2017)
Product market strategy: Innovation (Chang & Huang, 2005)
Support for innovation climate (Liu et al., 2017)
Innovation in Processes
Administrative innovation (Jimenez-Jimenez & Sanz-Valle, 2008)
Administrative innovation (Mavondo et al., 2005)
Incremental process innovation capacity (Smith et al., 2012)
Innovation capability (Chang et al., 2019)
Organizational innovation (Messersmith, 2008)
Process innovation (Ceylan, 2013)
Process innovation (Jiménez-Jiménez & Sanz-Valle, 2007)
Process innovation (Jimenez-Jimenez & Sanz-Valle, 2008)
Process innovation (Mavondo et al., 2005)
Process innovation (Messersmith & Guthrie, 2010)
Process innovation (Messersmith, 2008)
Process innovation (Nieves et al., 2016)
Process innovation performance (Smith et al., 2012)
Product and process innovation (Al-Tal & Emeagwal, 2019)
Radical process innovation capacity (Smith et al., 2012)
Innovation in Product or Service
Firm innovation (Do, 2017)
Firm innovation capabilities (Donate et al., 2016)
Firm innovation performance (Boadu et al., 2019)
Firm innovativeness (Chang et al., 2013)
Firm performance: Revenue from new product and service (Collins & Smith, 2006)
Incremental innovation (Para-González et al., 2018)
Incremental innovative capability (Wang & Chen, 2013)
Incremental product innovation capacity (Smith et al., 2012)
Innovation (Armstrong et al., 2010)
Innovation (Gahan et al., 2020)
Innovation (Nasution et al., 2011)
Innovation (Nieves & Osorio, 2017)
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Table 1.2: Categorizations of Firm Innovation in HRM Systems Studies
Innovation (Papa et al., 2018)
Innovation (Sheehan, 2014)
Innovation (Zhou et al., 2013)
Innovation capacities (Boehm et al., 2014)
Innovation conceptual index (Messersmith, 2008)
Innovation index (Messersmith & Guthrie, 2010)
Innovation performance (Ceylan, 2013)
Innovation performance (Chen et al., 2018)
Innovation performance (Donate & Guadamillas, 2015)
Innovation performance (Kang, 2015)
Innovation performance (Kianto et al., 2017)
Innovation performance (Olander et al., 2015)
Innovation performance (Soo et al., 2017)
Innovation performance (Soto-Acosta et al., 2017)
Innovation results (Donate & Guadamillas, 2011)
Innovation: Exploitative capability (Zhang et al., 2016)
Innovation: Explorative capability (Zhang et al., 2016)
Innovation: New services (Fu et al., 2015)
Innovative activities (Lopez‐Cabrales et al., 2009)
Innovative Business (Lepak et al., 2007)
Innovative capability (Botelho, 2020)
Knowledge exploitation practices (Donate & Guadamillas, 2011)
Knowledge exploration practices (Donate & Guadamillas, 2011)
New product program frequency (Stock & Zacharias, 2011)
New product program newness (Stock & Zacharias, 2011)
New product program value (Stock & Zacharias, 2011)
Organizational ambidexterity (Gürlek, 2020)
Organizational ambidexterity performance: Incremental product innovation (Patel et al., 2013)
Organizational ambidexterity performance: Radical product innovation (Patel et al., 2013)
Organizational innovation (Chen et al., 2019)
Organizational innovation (Soto-Acosta et al., 2016)
Organizational innovation (Zhou et al., 2019)
Product innovation (Adebanjo et al., 2020)
Product innovation (Ceylan, 2013)
Product innovation (Jiménez-Jiménez & Sanz-Valle, 2007)
Product innovation (Jimenez-Jimenez & Sanz-Valle, 2008)
Product innovation (Mavondo et al., 2005)
Product innovation (Messersmith & Guthrie, 2010)
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Table 1.2: Categorizations of Firm Innovation in HRM Systems Studies
Product innovation (Messersmith, 2008)
Product innovation (Nieves et al., 2016)
Product innovation (Wei et al., 2011)
Product innovation performance (Smith et al., 2012)
Product innovation performance (Tang et al., 2015)
Radical innovation (Para-González et al., 2018)
Radical innovative capability (Wang & Chen, 2013)
Radical product innovation capacity (Smith et al., 2012)
Total number of innovations (Collins, 2000)
Workforce innovation (Liu, 2011)
Empirical Findings
Posthuma et al. (2013) identified nine categories of human resource practices: 1)
compensation and benefits, 2) job and work design, 3) training and development, 4) recruiting
and selection, 5) employee relations, 6) communication, 7) performance management and
appraisal, 8) promotions, and 9) turnover, retention, and exit management. In this paper, I
defined a human resource management system as an integral set of at least three individual
human resource practices from these nine categories.
In general, research has found positive relationship between HRM systems and different
types of firm innovation. However, these relationships are not consistent in the literature.
Unexpected findings motivate researchers to explore potential mediators. For instances, Do et
al. (2018) found that the direct relationship between HRM systems and firm innovation was not
significant. Relationships were, instead, fully mediated by servant leadership and employee
creativity. Boehm et al. (2014) demonstrated that HRM systems do not enhance firm innovation
capacities directly. Collective perception of social exchange and diversity climate fully mediated
the previous relationships. Unexpected relationships can also be explored by identifying
moderators. For example, Wei et al. (2011) found that corporate culture and firm structure
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jointly moderated the relationship between HRM systems and product innovation. The
relationship was stronger when firms had flat structures and a strong developmental culture.
Olander et al. (2005) found that HRM systems were positively associated with firm innovation.
However, these relationships were contingent upon organizational trust.
Table 1.3 provides a list of mediators that researchers have suggested to explain how
HRM systems influence firm innovation. These mediators can be categorized into the following
three types: organizational capacity, organizational capital, and organizational climate. Table 1.4
shows a list of moderators that researchers identified to explain when HRM systems influence
firm innovation. These moderators can be categorized into six categories: macro-environment,
organizational capacity, organizational capital, organizational climate, organizational culture,
and organizational strategy. Most of these mediators and moderators were applied to innovation
in products or services but not to innovation in processes, or innovation in people and
organization. It is important to note that organizational capacity, organizational capital, and
organizational climate have been used both as mediators and moderators in the literature.
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Table 1.3: Categories of Mediators
Organizational Capacity
Absorptive capacity (Chang et al., 2013)
Absorptive capacity (Soo et al., 2017)
Dynamic capabilities (Gahan et al, 2020)
Knowledge exchange and combination (Collins & Smith, 2006)
Knowledge integration and adaptative capability (Chen et al., 2019)
Knowledge management capacity (Al-Tal & Emeagwal, 2019)
Knowledge management practices (Jiménez-Jiménez & Sanz-Valle, 2007)
Organizational knowledge-creation capability (Collins, 2000)
Social web knowledge sharing (Soto-Acosta et al., 2017)
The use of e-business (Soto-Acosta et al., 2016)
Organizational Capital
Collective human capital resource (Do, 2017)
Declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge (Nieves et al., 2016)
Employees' innovative work behaviors (Fu et al., 2015)
Human capital (Donate et al., 2016)
Intellectual capital (Al-Tal & Emeagwal, 2019)
Intellectual capital (Gürlek, 2020)
Intellectual capital (Kianto et al., 2017)
Intellectual capital (Wang & Chen, 2013)
Middle mangers’ innovative behaviors (Chen et al., 2018)
Organizational Climate
Climate for initiative and climate for psychological safety (Do, 2017)
Employee voice (Rasheed et al., 2017)
Innovation climate (Kang, 2015)
Perceptions of social exchange (Boehm et al., 2014)
Social climate (Collins & Smith, 2006)
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Table 1.4: Categories of Moderators
Macro Environment
Environmental dynamism (Gahan et al, 2020)
Industry growth and labor investment (Liu, 2011)
Technical turbulence (Tang et al., 2015)
Organizational Capacity
Knowledge acquisition (Papa et al., 2018)
Knowledge management exploitation practices (Donate & Guadamillas, 2015)
Knowledge transfer and degree of tacit knowledge approach (Boadu et al., 2019)
Organizational Capital
Human capital (Zhou et al., 2019)
Organizational Climate
Organizational trust (Olander et al., 2015)
Work climate (Chen et al., 2018)
Organizational Culture
Corporate culture (Wei et al., 2011)
Organizational Strategy
Firm entrepreneurship level (Nasution et al., 2011)
Entrepreneur orientation (Tang et al., 2015)
Employee participation, direct voice mechanism, and corporate governance participation
(Zhou et al., 2019)
Product market strategy (Chang & Huang, 2005)
FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Apply Objective Measurements
In the field of human resource management systems and firm innovation, researchers
tend to apply subjective measurements of their constructs. For instances, Jimenez-Jimenez and
Sanz-Valle (2008) surveyed top executives for their subjective understanding of HRM systems
and firm innovation. Similarly, Wei et al. (2011) surveyed HR managers for their subjective
rating of HRM systems and surveyed CEOs or financial directors for their subjective opinions
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about firm innovation performance. Soo et al. (2017) developed their questionnaires of HRM
systems and firm innovation based on interviews with top executives and then sent out surveys to
middle- and senior-level managers. With this subjective-measurement trend, more and more
researchers suggest that future research needs to apply objective measurements of HRM systems
and firm innovation (Ceylan, 2013; Do, 2017; Donate et al., 2016; Donate & Guadamillas, 2011;
Kang, 2015; Liu et al., 2017; Soto-Acosta et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2015).
Despite the intrinsic difficulties of obtaining objective measures of HRM systems,
researchers are making progress. For example, Fu et al. (2015) measured HRM systems based
on data from firms’ annual reports. A sample item was “what proportion of your professional
staff are administered an employment test (e.g., skills tests) prior to hiring (229).” The objective
measurement of firm innovation can be conducted by asking: 1) revenue from new products and
service (Armstrong et al., 2010; Collins & Smith, 2006; Liu, 2011; McGuire, 2003), 2) the
number of new products or services (Collins, 2000; Messersmith, 2008; Kang, 2015; Patel et al.,
2013), and 3) the percentage of new product (including new goods and services) profits over
total profits (Zhou et al., 2019). Future researchers should not only apply objective measures of
HRM systems and firm innovation but also explore continuously different ways to measures
these constructs objectively.
Collect Data from Different People and Sources in Multiple Times
Other than recommending objective measures of constructs, researchers suggest future 1)
collecting data from informants across different levels of an organization (Ceylan, 2013; Fu et
al., 2015; Lopez‐Cabrales et al., 2009; Nieves & Osorio, 2017; Olander et al., 2015; Soto-Acosta
et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2015), 2) applying longitudinal study designs (Armstrong et al., 2010;
Donate et al., 2016; Donate & Guadamillas, 2011; Soto-Acosta et al., 2017; Wang & Chen,
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2013; Zhang & Li, 2009), and 3) collecting data from different sources (Donate et al., 2016;
Soto-Acosta et al., 2017; Tang et al., 2015; Zhang et al ., 2016).
To meet these expectations, future researchers can consider the following approaches:
First, researchers can collect subjective data from the same respondents at multiple times (Soo et
al., 2017). Second, researchers can collect one-time subjective data from multiple informants
(Ceylan, 2013; Ko & Ma, 2017; Lepak et al., 2007; Para-González et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2011).
Third, researchers can combine objective measures and subjective measures for testing
constructs (Armstrong et al., 2010; Collins, 2000; Collins & Smith, 2006). Forth, researchers
can obtain longitudinal measures of testing constructs from a third-party database (Adebanjo et
al., 2020; Kang, 2015; Liu, 2011, Razouk, 2011). Despite intrinsic difficulties, future
researchers should strength their studies by conducting multi-level analyses with longitudinal
data to investigate how time and perceptional differences influence the relationship between
HRM systems and firm innovation. This goal may be achieved by conducting post-hoc data
analysis.
Conduct Studies across Different Settings
Although firm innovation is widely studied in traditional manufacturing, IT, and the
pharmaceutical industry, more and more studies have been conducted outside these industries.
For instance, Fu et al. (2015) explored mechanisms explaining the how HRM systems influence
firm innovation in accounting firms. Gürlek (2020), Nasution et al. (2011), and Nieves and
Osorio (2017) investigated how HRM systems influence firm innovation in the hotel industry.
Researchers tend to agree on one common future research direction: conduct studies in different
settings, such as industries (Change et al., 2013; Donate & Guadamillas, 2011; Donate, &
Guadamillas, 2015; Stock & Zacharias, 2011), countries (Adebanjo et al., 2020; Chang et al.,
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2019; Kang, 2015; Soto-Acosta et al., 2016), cultural environments (Botelho, 2020; Ceylan,
2013; Chen et al., 2019; Tang et al., 2015), and organizational contexts (Jimenez-Jimenez &
Sanz-Valle, 2005; Lopez‐Cabrales et al., 2009; Para-González et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2011).
Researchers tend to believe that a large sample with cross-sectional data can enhance the
generalizability of study results. However, future researchers need to consider the following
questions before their data collection: Why do we collect data in different contexts? What are
the contextual factors that explain or differentiate results from one to another? Overall, it is
critical for future researchers to align their research interests with their data and fully explain the
relationships among theoretical models, study design, and data collection.
Another suggestion for future researchers is that they should specify the data collection
plan and the characteristics of the data collected. For example, other than just mentioning a
given study includes data from manufacturing and service industries, future research should
describe the fields of manufacturing or services industries their data come from. This
specification can help other researchers evaluate the connection of published papers to their own
papers or projects.
Explore More Contextual and Mechanism Factors
The research direction “Conduct Studies across Different Settings” emphasizes not only
the importance of generalizability of human resource management research but also the urgency
to explore which and how contextual factors influence the relationship between HRM systems
and firm innovation. In addition to exploring contextual factors, future researchers should pay
more attention to explaining the mechanisms between human resource management systems and
firm innovation (Collins, 2000; Liu et al., 2017; Messersmith, 2008; Patel et al., 2013; Sheehan,
2014; Zhang & Li, 2009)
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Based on the information in Table 1.3 and Table 1.4, organizational capacity,
organizational capital, and organizational climate have been used both as mediators and
moderators in the literature. Future researchers may consider exploring these phenomena in the
following ways: (1) clarifying the foundational theories that support mediating roles and
moderating roles separately; (2) conducting longitudinal studies with objective and subjective
measures to explore the empirical justifications of moderation or mediation role of the same
construct; and (3) exploring the dynamic synergy among constructs, for instance, with the
moderation role of organizational climate, employee human capital mediates the relationship
human resource management systems and firm innovation. However, without the effect of
organizational climate, employee human capital moderates the relationship between human
resource management systems and firm innovation. Moreover, future researchers should
investigate other influential moderators and mediators to enhance the explanation power of their
studies.
Examine Human Resource Management and Firm Innovation in A Holistic View
The final future research direction I identified is to examine human resource management
systems and firm innovation in a holistic view. In the literature, future researchers are
recommended to examine different perspectives of human resource management systems
(Armstrong et al., 2010; Collins & Smith, 2006; Soo et al., 2017) and different types of firm
innovation (Donate et al., 2016; Soto-Acosta et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2013).
In this paper, I define the human resource management system as including at least three
individual human resource practices. Future researchers should consider and explain why they
combine certain types of individual human practices into HRM systems but do not include other
individual human resource practices. In the literature, human resource management systems
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have various names, such as, “high performance work systems” (Messersmith & Guthrie, 2010;
Patel et al., 2013; Wang & Chen, 2013), “high involvement human resource management
systems” (Chow & Liu, 2009; Lepak et al., 2007; Wright et al., 1998), “collaborative human
resource systems” (Lopez‐Cabrales et al., 2009; Nieves et al., 2016; Soo et al., 2017),
“commitment-based human resource systems” (Ceylan, 2013; Collins & Kehoe, 2017; Collins &
Smith, 2006). Future researchers should also work on strengthening the connections between the
measurements and different types of human resource management systems.
Regarding firm innovation, future researchers should not only refine measures and collect
objective data but also integrate multiple perspectives of firm innovation. In this way, future
researchers can examine the interrelationships between firm innovation and other firm outcomes,
such as firm financial performance and stock price. In a broad perspective, future researchers are
encouraged to apply theories across disciplines to enhance our current understandings of firm
innovation.
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Essay 2: A Bibliometric Analysis of HRM Systems and Firm Innovation
The research question of Essay 2 is: What is the bibliometric network structure in the
major literature on human resource management systems and firm innovation?
APPLIED BIBLIOMETRIC DATABASE
There are three main bibliometric databases: Google Scholar, Scopus, and Web of
Science. Regarding coverage scope, these three databases have high and consistent overlaps
(Harzing & Alakangas, 2016; Martín-Martín et al., 2018). However, Google Scholar is the
superset of Scopus and Web of Science and includes substantial additional coverages. Most of
the unique coverage in Google Scholar includes non-peer reviewed materials, company reports,
or governmental files (Martín-Martín et al., 2018). Because of that, researchers have expressed
concerns about using Google Scholar as the source of a bibliometric analysis. For instance,
Jacsó (2010, 2012) concluded that Google Scholar is inappropriate for bibliometric research.
Prins et al. (2016) suggested that Google Scholar should be used in fields with low coverage in
Web of Science or Scopus or in fields that include highly diverse forms of outputs other than
research articles.
Library scientists have explored the advantages and disadvantages of Scopus and Web of
Science. Compared to Web of Science, Scopus includes a broad range of coverage (MartínMartín, et al., 2018; Mongeon & Paul-Hus, 2016). Scopus also includes a superb number of
recent articles from low-impact journals (Aghaei et al., 2013). However, Web of Science has a
strong coverage for journal articles that were published since 1990s and were written in English.
Web of Science mainly covers a selective set of the most frequently used or cited journals
(López-Illescas et al., 2008). Although this field-based and language-specific trend is getting
smaller (Vera-Baceta et al., 2019), Web of Science outperforms Scopus significantly in terms of
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journal classification accuracy (Wang & Waltman, 2016). Since 2004, China and Brazil have
become two main contributors to research. Both showed a consistent preference for publishing
in Web of Science over Scopus (Zhu & Liu, 2020). When balancing the strengths and weakness
of Web of Science and Scopus, I decided to use Web of Science in the bibliometric analysis for
human resource management and firm innovation for the following three reasons: 1) there are
some influential innovation-related papers published before 2000; 2) the network of high-impact
research articles tend to make more contribution to the field than do low-impact research articles;
and 3) more and more researchers have paid attention to human resource management and firm
innovation in emerging countries, such as China and Brazil.
SEARCHING TERMS AND THE ANALYTIC SOFTWARE
The search terms used in the present study in Web of Science are shown in Table 2.1.
“*” indicate zero or more characters. Additionally, I used “new product” and “new process” as
alternatives of “innovation.” Other selection criteria included: 1) a human resource system
should include at least three individual human resource practices; and 2) both HRM systems and
firm innovation should be discussed at the firm level.
With these search terms and selection criteria, I identified 173 unique papers, including
46 quantitative papers with correlation tables, 48 quantitative papers without correlation tables,
31 qualitative papers or case studies, 38 literature reviews and theoretical papers, and 10 editorial
letters and book chapters. Among these 173 papers, more than 50% of the papers had one or two
authors (See Table 2.2). Although I searched all databases in Web of Science, all selected papers
came from the Web of Science Core Collection.
Regarding the tool forbibliometric analysis, I used VOSviewer, which is good at
constructing and visualizing bibliometric networks (Pradhan, 2017).
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Table 2.1: Search Terms in Web of Science Topics
"human resource“ AND "innovat*"
"human resource" AND ("new product*" NOT "innovat*")
"human resource" AND ("new process*" NOT "innovat*")
(“hr" NOT "human resource“) AND "innovat*"
("hr" NOT "human resource") AND ("new product*" OR "new process*" NOT "innovat*")
("high* performance* work*" OR "high* involvement* work*" OR "high* commitment*
work*"NOT "human resource" NOT "hr") AND ("Innovat*")
("high* performance* work*" OR "high* involvement* work*" OR "high* commitment*
work*“ NOT "human resource" NOT "hr") AND ("new product*" OR "new process*“ NOT
"Innovat*")
Table 2.2: Co-authorship Information by the Number of Authors in Papers that Exploring HRM
Systems and Firm Innovation
No. of Authors in A Paper
No. of Papers
Accumulated Percentage
1
40
23.12%
2
62
58.96%
3
42
83.24%
4
16
92.49%
5
11
98.84%
6
1
99.42%
7
1
100.00%
RESULTS
Firm Innovation Overall
Firm innovation can be studied from different dimensions. Figure 2.1 presents the trend
of publications with topics in human resource management systems and all types of firm
innovation. The earliest publications in this field were in 1993. In general, there is a growing
pattern of research in firm innovation with HRM systems. Based on current data, 2017 was the
peak year for this field and included 25 publications with topics in HRM systems and firm
innovation. Table 2.2 shows the top 20 journals based on the number of publications in the field
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of HRM systems and all types of firm innovation. The International Journal of Human
Resource Management includes the largest number of publications. Data in Table 2.2
demonstrates that papers on HRM systems and firm innovation are not necessarily published in
journals with high impact factors or high ranks.
After processing the bibliometric data by VOSviewer, I got the co-authorship information
by authors’ countries of affiliation (see Table 2.3). These 10 clusters did not exhaust all possible
co-authorship possibilities, but indeed showed some patterns of co-authorship in the field of
HRM systems and firm innovation. For instance, cluster 1 includes Finland, Kazakhstan,
Netherlands, Romania, Spain, and Sweden. It suggests that researchers from these 6 countries
tend to collaborate with each other and develop research papers that explore how HRM systems
associate, influence, and enhance firm innovation. It is important to notice that these coauthorship country clusters do not necessarily align with national cultural clusters. Researchers
from different national cultural clusters tend to work together to explore relationships between
HRM systems and firm innovation.
Information about authors’ countries of affiliation also reflect the research activity of a
country. Table 2.4 presents the number of firm innovation – HRM systems researchers per
country. This information come from the author information of 173 identified papers. If one
author wrote 3 papers in the field of firm innovation and HRM systems, she or he will contribute
to 3 records for her/his country. Based on Table 2.4, researchers from Australia, China, and
Spain were more enthusiastic in the exploration of relationships between HRM systems and firm
innovation than were researchers from other countries. A straightforward view of results can be
found in Figure 2.2 (the degree of blue is based on the research activity of a country).
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Figure 2.1: Number of Publications on Firm Innovation and HRM Systems by Years

Table 2.3: Top 20 Journals by the Number of Publications in Firm innovation HRM Systems
No. of
Impact ABDC
Rank
Journal Name
Pub.
Factor1 Rank2
27
1
International Journal of Human Resource Management
3.040
A
13
2
Human Resource Management
2.476
A*
12
3
International Journal of Manpower
0.953
A
7
4
Asian Journal of Technology Innovation
0.767
n.a.
7
4
Personnel Review
2.704
A
5
6
International Journal of Innovation and Learning
0.810
n.a.
5
6
International Journal of Innovation Management
1.300
n.a.
3
8
Employee Relations
1.641
B
3
8
Human Resource Management Journal
3.816
A
3
8
Industrial Marketing Management
4.695
A*
3
8
International Journal of Technology Management
1.348
B
2
12
Economics of Innovation and New Technology
1.563
B
2
12
European Journal of Innovation Management
2.613
C
2
12
Innovation-Organization & Management
2.962
n.a.
International Journal of Productivity and Performance
2
12
2.650
B
Management
2
12
Journal of Business Research
4.874
A
2
12
Journal of Knowledge Management
4.745
A
2
12
Knowledge Management Research & Practice
1.583
n.a.
2
12
Research Policy
5.351
A*
2
12
Sustainability
2.576
B
2
12
Technovation
5.729
A
1
Clarivate Analytics InCites Journal Citation Reports Impact factor information in 2019.
2
Australian Business Deans Council information in 2019
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Table 2.3: Co-authorship Country Clusters of Publications in Firm innovation and HRM Systems
Cluster
1
2
3
4
5

Countries
Finland, Kazakhstan, Netherlands,
Romania, Spain, and Sweden
Australia, Denmark, India,
Scotland, and Wales
England, Malaysia, Vietnam
Germany, Norway, South Korea,
and Switzerland
Cyprus, France, Italy, and New
Zealand

Cluster

Countries

6

Brazil, Canada, and China

7

Mexico, Taiwan, United States

8

Ireland and North Ireland

9

Pakistan and Saudi Arabia

10

Qatar and United Arab Emirates

Table 2.4: Research Activity by Countries of Firm Innovation-HRM Systems Researchers
Australia
45 Italy
14 Romania
3
Brazil
7 Japan
1 Russia
1
Canada
5 Kazakhstan
1 Slovenia
12
China
55 Laos
2 South Korea
7
Cyprus
2 Malaysia
17 Spain
52
Denmark
10 Mexico
1 Sweden
7
Finland
15 Netherlands
4 Switzerland
5
France
7 New Zealand
7 Tanzania
1
Germany
5 Norway
2 Thailand
3
Greece
3 Pakistan
8 Turkey
5
India
1 Philippines
2 United Arab Emirates
5
Indonesia
6 Poland
5 United Kingdom
37
Iran
2 Portugal
2 United States
38
Ireland
13 Qatar
1 Vietnam
3
Note: The research activity score refers to the number of firm innovation and HRM systems
researchers of a country. These numbers come from the author information of 173 identified
papers. Based on the purpose of this study, if one author shows in different papers, s/he will
contribute to multiple records of her/his country.
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Figure 2.2: Research Activity by Countries of Firm Innovation-HRM Systems Researchers
Table 2.5 shows the top 20 universities that are most actively engaged in firm innovation
and HRM systems research. The research activity score is calculated based on the authors and
their affiliations information from the 173 identified papers. If one paper includes three authors
and they all come from the same university, the university gets three points on research activities
from that paper. As shown in Table 2.5, Monash University is the most active university in the
research field about firm innovation and HRM systems. University Tunku Abdul Rahman is the
most active Malaysian university that engages in the research between firm innovation and HRM
systems. It is worth noting that among the top 20 universities in firm innovation and HRM
system, five universities are in Australia and four universities are in Spain.
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Table 2.5: Research Activity by Universities of Firm Innovation-HRM Systems Researchers
Research
Rank
Activity
University
Located Country
1
19
Monash University
Australia
2
15
University Tunku Abdul Rahman
Malaysia
3
14
Lappeenranta University of Technology
Finland
4
13
University of Murcia
Spain
5
12
University of Management and Technology
United States
6
10
University of Ljubljana
Slovenia
7
9
Renmin University
China
8
8
University of Bergamo
Italy
8
8
University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria
Spain
8
8
University of Wollongong
Australia
11
7
RMIT University
Australia
11
7
University of Castilla-La Mancha
Spain
11
7
University of Melbourne
Australia
14
6
Aarhus University
Denmark
14
6
Abu Dhabi University
United Arab Emirates
14
6
Philippine Institute for Development Studies
Philippines
14
6
Universidad Pablo de Olavide
Spain
14
6
University of Western Australia
Australia
19
5
Aston Business School
United Kingdom
19
5
Multimedia University
Malaysia
Note: The research activity score refers to the number of firm innovation and HRM systems
researchers of a university. These numbers come from the author information and affiliation
information of 173 identified papers. Based on the purpose of this study, if one paper is written
by several authors of the same university, this university gets multiple scores.
When exploring the bibliometric structure by the co-occurrence of authors’ keywords, I
used the association strength normalization approach and got the structure as shown in Figure
2.2. The structure includes three clusters: Cluster 1 is in red; Cluster 2 is in green; and Cluster 3
is in blue. Details of each cluster can be found in Table 2.4. In Essay 1, I identified three types
of firm innovation from the human resource management system view: 1) innovation in people
and organization refers to the changes of collective mindsets or believes; 2) innovation in
processes refers to the changes of organizational or production processes; and 3) innovation in
products or services refers to the updates at the endpoints.
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I believe that the three clusters in Table 2.6 and in Figure 2.3 align well with these three
types of firm innovation. All clusters include information about HRM systems and firm
innovation.
Cluster 1 includes specific information about human capital, intellectual capital, and
organizational performance. According to the recourse-based view, human capital resources are
essential for firm long-term performance, survival, and success (Barney, 1991; Peteraf, 1993).
Therefore, I believe that Cluster 1 mainly explores innovation in products or services. Cluster 1
also includes China as a keyword. I think this is because researchers in this clusters tend to
collect data from China and mention China in their keywords.
Cluster 2 uniquely covers keywords such as strategy and leadership. According to
motivation theory and social exchange theory, HRM systems can align employees’ interests with
employers’ interests and motivate employees both directly and indirectly (Howard et al., 2016;
Kanfer, 1990; Petri & Govern, 2012; Steers et al., 2004)). HRM systems can create innovationsupportive or innovation-friendly environments through the reciprocity between an organization
and its employees (Boehm et al., 2014; Collins & Smith, 2006; Liu et al., 2017). These ideas
connect well with attraction-selection-attrition concepts (Bretz et al., 1989; Schneider, 1987).
Therefore, I think that Cluster 2 focuses on how HRM systems enhance innovation in people.
The last cluster exclusively includes learning in the keywords.
Organizational learning theory suggests that firms need to balance between explorative
learning and exploitative learning for long-term business survival and success (March, 1991). In
the literature, researchers tend to consider organizational learning as an essential part of
organizational processes (Huber, 1991; Huber et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2007). Therefore, I
believe that Cluster 3 investigates how HRM systems influence innovation in processes.
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With these clustering criteria, I reviewed all 173 identified papers and categorized them
into three types. I found 33 papers about innovation in people and organizations, 47 papers
about innovation in processes, and 126 papers about innovation in products or services. If one
paper discussed more than one type of firm innovation, this paper would show up in different
firm innovation categories. Therefore, the sum of papers in three innovation categories may be
larger than the total number of identified papers.
Table 2.6: Co-occurrence Clusters of Authors’ Keywords in Firm innovation and HRM Systems
Cluster
1
2
3

Authors’ Keywords
China, high-performance work systems, human capital, human resource
management, intellectual capital, organizational innovation, organizational
performance, performance, strategic human resource management
exploitation, exploration, human resource practices, innovation performance,
leadership, strategy
HRM, HRM practices, innovation, innovativeness, learning

Figure 2.3: Bibliometric Structure Co-occurrence of Authors’ Keywords
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Innovation in Products or Services
For innovation in products or services, I identified 126 unique papers, including 38
quantitative papers with correlation tables, 31 quantitative papers without a correlation tables, 20
qualitative papers or case studies, 31 literature reviews and theoretical papers, and 6 editorial
letters and book chapters. Among these 126 papers, more than 50% of the papers had one or two
authors (See Table 2.7). Figure 2.4 presents the trend of publications with topics in human
resource management systems and innovation in products or services. The earliest publications
in this field were in 1993. In general, there is a growing pattern of researchers exploring
innovation in products or services and HRM systems. Based on the current data, 2017 is the
peak year for this field and includes 24 publications with topics in HRM systems and innovation
in products or services.
Table 2.8 presents the number of researchers who publish in innovation in products or
services and HRM systems per country. This information comes from the author information of
the 126 identified papers. If one author contributed to 3 papers in the field of innovation in
products or services and HRM systems, she or he would be included 3 times in her/his country.
Based on Table 2.8, researcher from Australia, China, and Spain were more enthusiastic about
exploring the relationships between HRM systems and innovation in products or services than
were researchers from other countries. A straightforward view of results can be found in Figure
2.5 (the degree of blue is based on the research activity of a country). Using the same logic,
Table 2.9 demonstrates the research activity of universities in the field of innovation in products
or services and HRM system. Of the 20 identified universities, 4 universities are in Spain.
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Figure 2.4: Number of Publications on Innovation in Products or Services and HRM Systems
Table 2.7: Co-authorship Information by the Number of Authors in Papers in Papers that
Exploring Innovation in Products or Services and HRM Systems
No. of Authors in A Paper
No. of Papers
Accumulated Percentage
1
23
18.25%
2
43
52.38%
3
37
81.75%
4
11
90.48%
5
10
98.41%
6
1
99.21%
7
1
100.00%
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Table 2.8: Research Activity by Countries of Innovation in Products or Services-HRM Systems
Researchers
Australia
38 Iran
2
Portugal
2
Brazil
3 Ireland
13 Saudi Arabia
1
Canada
4 Italy
9
Slovenia
12
China
38 Japan
1
South Korea
4
Cyprus
2 Laos
2
Spain
47
Denmark
8 Malaysia
12 Sweden
5
England
8 Netherlands
4
Switzerland
4
Finland
14 New Zealand
7
Tanzania
1
France
4 Northern Ireland
1
Turkey
6
Germany
5 Norway
2
United Arab Emirates
1
Greece
2 Pakistan
8
United Kingdom
20
India
1 Philippines
2
United States
24
Indonesia
6 Poland
2
Vietnam
3
Note: The research activity score refers to the number of innovation in products or services and
HRM systems researchers of a country. These numbers come from the author information of 126
identified papers. Based on the purpose of this study, if one author shows in different papers,
s/he will contribute to multiple records of her/his country.

Figure 2.5: Research Activity by Countries of Innovation in Products or Services-HRM Systems
Researchers
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Table 2.9: Research Activity by Universities of Innovation in Products or Services-HRM
Systems Researchers
Research
Located
Rank
Activity
University
Country
1
11
Lappeenranta University of Technology
Finland
2
10
Monash University
Australia
2
10
University of Ljubljana
Slovenia
4
7
University of Wollongong
Australia
5
6
Aarhus University
Denmark
5
6
Universidad Pablo de Olavide
Spain
5
6
University of Melbourne
Australia
8
5
Multimedia University
Malaysia
8
5
Renmin University
China
8
5
University of Castilla-La Mancha
Spain
8
5
University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria
Spain
8
5
University of Murcia
Spain
8
5
University Tunku Abdul Rahman
Malaysia
14
4
Southwestern University of Finance and Economics China
14
4
University College Cork
Ireland
4
University of Electronic Science and Technology of
14
China
China
14
4
University of Management and Technology
United States
14
4
University of Otago
New Zealand
14
4
University of Oulu
Finland
14
4
University of the Punjab
Pakistan
Note: The research activity score refers to the number of innovation in products or services and
HRM systems researchers of a university. These numbers come from the author information and
affiliation information of 173 identified papers. Based on the purpose of this study, if one paper
is written by several authors of the same university, this university gets multiple scores.
Innovation in Processes
For innovation in processes, I identified 47 unique papers, including 15 quantitative
papers with correlation tables, 13 quantitative papers without correlation tables, 8 qualitative
papers or case studies, 7 literature reviews and theoretical papers, 4 book chapters and editorial
letters. Among these 47 papers, more than 50% of the papers had one or two authors (See Table
2.10). Figure 2.6 presents the trend of publications with topics in human resource management
systems and innovation in processes. The earliest publications in this field were in 1998. In
general, there is a growing pattern of researchers exploring innovation in processes and HRM
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systems. Based on the current data, 2011 is the peak year for this field and includes 9
publications with topics in HRM systems and innovation in processes.
Table 2.11 presents the number of researchers who published in innovation in processes
and HRM systems per country. This information comes from the author information of the 47
identified papers. If one author contributed to 3 papers in the field of innovation in products or
services and HRM systems, she or he would be included 3 times in her/his country. Based on
Table 2.11, researchers from Australia, Italy, Malaysia, and Spain were more enthusiastic about
exploring the relationships between HRM systems and innovation in processes than were
researchers from other countries. A straightforward view of results can be found in Figure 2.7
(the degree of blue is based on the research activity of a country). Using the same logic, Table
2.12 demonstrates the research activity of universities in the field of innovation in processes and
HRM systems. Of the 20 identified universities, 4 universities are in Australia and 3 universities
are in Spain.
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Figure 2.6: Number of Publications on Innovation in Processes and HRM Systems
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Table 2.10: Co-authorship Information by the Number of Authors in Papers that Exploring
Innovation in Processes and HRM Systems
No. of Authors in A Paper
No. of Papers
Accumulated Percentage
1
11
23.40%
2
20
65.96%
3
7
80.85%
4
7
95.74%
5
2
100.00%
Table 2.11: Research Activity by Countries of Innovation in Processes-HRM Systems
Researchers
Australia
23
Kazakhstan
1
Russia
1
Brazil
4
Macau
2
South Korea
3
China
5
Malaysia
9
Spain
12
Denmark
2
Mexico
1
Sweden
1
Finland
1
New Zealand
1
Turkey
3
France
4
Pakistan
4
United Arab Emirates 3
Germany
2
Philippines
2
United Kingdom
2
Indonesia
1
Qatar
1
United States
8
Italy
9
Romania
3
Note: The research activity score refers to the number of innovation in processes and HRM
systems researchers of a country. These numbers come from the author information of 47
identified papers. Based on the purpose of this study, if one author shows in different papers,
s/he will contribute to multiple records of her/his country.

Figure 2.7: Research Activity by Countries of Innovation in Processes-HRM Systems
Researchers
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Table 2.12: Research Activity by Universities of Innovation in Processes-HRM Systems
Researchers
Research
Rank
Activity
University
Located Country
1
9
Monash University
Australia
2
6
University of Murcia
Spain
3
5
University Tunku Abdul Rahman
Malaysia
4
4
Fundação Getúlio Vargas
Brazil
4
4
University of Bergamo
Italy
4
4
University of Management and Technology
United States
7
3
Abu Dhabi University
United Arab Emirates
7
3
University of Ferrara
Italy
7
3
University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria
Spain
7
3
University of Western Australia
Australia
7
3
University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest
Romania
12
2
Deakin University
Australia
12
2
Girne American University
Cyprus
12
2
Philippine Institute for Development Studies
Philippine
12
2
Renmin University
China
12
2
RMIT University
Australia
12
2
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia
Malaysia
12
2
University of Castilla-La Mancha
Spain
12
2
University of Gothenburg
Sweden
12
2
University of Macau
China
Note: The research activity score refers to the number of innovation in processes and HRM
systems researchers of a university. These numbers come from the author information and
affiliation information of 47 identified 7 papers. Based on the purpose of this study, if one paper
is written by several authors of the same university, this university gets multiple scores.
Innovation in People and Organizations
For innovation in people and organizations, I identified 33 unique papers, including 14
quantitative papers with correlation tables, 8 quantitative papers without correlation tables, 6
qualitative papers or case studies, and 5 literature reviews and theoretical papers. Among these
33 papers, more than 50% papers had one or two authors (See Table 2.13). Figure 2.8 presents
the trend of publications in the topic of human resource management systems and innovation in
people and organizations. The earliest publications in this field were in 1993. In general, there
is a growing pattern of researchers exploring innovation in people and organization and HRM
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systems. Based on the current data, 2013 was the peak year for this field and included 6
publications with topics in HRM systems and innovation in people and organizations.
Table 2.14 presents the number of researchers who published in innovation in people and
organization and HRM systems per country. This information comes from the author
information of 33 identified papers. If one author contributed to 3 papers in the field of
innovation in products or services and HRM systems, she or he will be included 3 times in
her/his country. Based on Table 2.14, researchers from the United States, China, and Spain were
more enthusiastic about exploring the relationships between HRM systems and innovation in
people and organization than were researchers from other countries. A straightforward view of
results can be found in Figure 2.9 (the degree of blue is based on the research activity of a
country). Using the same logic, Table 2.15 demonstrates the research activity of universities in
the field of innovation in processes and HRM system. Of the 14 identified universities, 3
universities are in China and 2 universities are in United States.
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Figure 2.8: Number of Publications on Innovation in People and Organizations and HRM
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Table 2.13: Co-authorship Information by the Number of Authors in Papers that Exploring
Innovation in People and Organizations and HRM Systems
No. of Authors in A Paper
No. of Papers
Accumulated Percentage
1
10
30.30%
2
16
78.79%
3
3
87.88%
4
1
90.91%
5
3
100.00%
Table 2.14: Research Activity by Countries of Innovation in People and Organizations-HRM
Systems Researchers
Australia
3 Malaysia
8
Spain
4
China
11 New Zealand
2
Thailand
3
Finland
4 Pakistan
4
Turkey
2
France
1 Philippines
2
United Arab Emirates
3
Germany
1 Poland
1
United Kingdom
3
Greece
1 Qatar
1
United States
12
Italy
2 Slovenia
3
Spain
4
Note: The research activity score refers to the number of innovation in people and organization
and HRM systems researchers of a country. These numbers come from the author information of
33 identified papers. Based on the purpose of this study, if one author shows in different papers,
s/he will contribute to multiple records of her/his country.

Figure 2.9: Research Activity by Countries of Innovation in People and Organizations-HRM
Systems Researchers
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Table 2.15: Research Activity by Universities of Innovation in People and Organizations-HRM
Systems Researchers
Research
Rank
Activity
University
Located Country
1
5
University Tunku Abdul Rahman
Malaysia
2
4
Peking University
China
2
4
University of Management and Technology
United States
3
3
Abu Dhabi University
United Arab Emirates
3
3
Lappeenranta University of Technology
Finland
3
3
Monash University Malaysia
Malaysia
3
3
Shanghai Jiao Tong University
China
8
2
Arizona State University
United States
8
2
Asian Institute of Technology
Thailand
8
2
Philippine Institute for Development Studies
Philippine
8
2
Renmin University
China
8
2
RMIT University
Australia
8
2
Uludag University
Turkey
8
2
University of Murcia
Spain
Note: The research activity score refers to the number of innovation in people and organizations
and HRM systems researchers of an university. These number come from the author information
and affiliation information of 33 identified papers. Based on the purpose of this study, if one
paper is written by several authors of the same university, this university gets multiple scores.
DISCUSSION
The bibliometric analysis presents a relatively objective view of the literature review.
The bibliometric analysis results suggest that, in general, researchers have a growing interest in
exploring how HRM systems influence firm innovation (innovation in products or services,
innovation in processes, and innovation in people and organizations). The research
collaborations exist across authors’ national cultures or national cultural clusters. The
bibliometric network structure, based on the co-occurrence of authors’ key words, found three
clusters in the field of HRM systems and firm innovation. This structure suggests that most
publications focus on the innovation in products or services. Therefore, more studies are needed
about innovation in people and organizations and innovation in processes.
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Essay 3: A Meta-analysis of HRM Systems and Firm Innovation
The research questions of Essay 3 include: What are the relationships between human
resource management systems and different types of firm innovation (innovation in products or
services, innovation in processes, and innovation in people and organizations) at the population
level? How will relationships vary in different cultural clusters and in different industries?
APPLIED SOFTWARE AND RANGE RESTRICTION
In the literature of meta-analysis, researchers design their statistical software based on
either a fixed-effects model or a random=effects model. Fixed-effects models assume that
exactly the same value underlies all studies in the meta-analysis, while random-effects models
allow the possibility that population parameters vary from study to study. The random-effects
model is generally more used. Fixed-effects models are a specific case of random-effects models
in which the standard deviation=0. Rosenthal-Rubin’s meta-analysis approach is based on a
fixed-effects model. Hedges and Olkin’s or Hedges and Vevea’s meta-analyses approaches with
random-effects models are rarely used in the literature (Schmidt & Hunter, 2014). Schmidt and
Hunter’s (2014) meta-analysis approach is widely used in the literature and is based on a
random-effects model. Field (2001) found that the three approaches had similar performance
when effect sizes were homogeneous, but the Schmidt & Hunter approach had the best
performance when effect sizes were heterogeneous. Therefore, the meta-analysis study in Essay
3 will use the approach and software from Schmidt and Hunter.
Range restriction can be considered a selection bias; range restriction reflects the
deviation between a sample and its population. Researchers categorize range restriction into
direct range restriction and indirect range restriction. They generally believe that indirect range
restriction is commonly found in empirical studies (Hunter, Schmidt, & Le, 2006; Le, Oh,
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Schmidt, & Wooldridge, 2016; Schmidt, Oh, & Le, 2006). Given the intrinsic difficulties of
social science, Dahlke and Wiernik (2019) suggested that researchers should adjust range
restriction, especially indirect range restriction, by using a comprehensive meta-analysis as the
population value and then calculating the range restriction ratio by the reliability differences. In
the Schmidt and Hunter meta-analysis approach, range restriction is on the independent variable
side rather than the dependent variable side (Schmidt & Hunter, 2014). However, based on the
intrinsic dynamism of HRM systems and their components, it is very challenging to identify a
convincing population level parameter for range adjustment. Therefore, no range restriction will
be adjusted in this meta-analytic study.
SCOPE OF SEARCH AND KEYWORDS
The author conducted a thorough search in the following databases: CORE, Directory of
open access Journals, EBSCO, Emerald Insight, Google Scholar, JSTOR, ProQuest, SAGE,
Science Direct, Social Science and Research Network, Springer Link, Taylor & Francis Online,
Wiley, and Web of Science. The search keywords included “innovation,” “innovativeness, “
“innovate,” “ human resource,” “HR,” “high performance work system,” and “high commitment
work system.” The goal of this essay is to explore the relationships between HRM systems and
different types of firm innovation. An HRM system needs to include at least three individual
HRM practices. To make this study more comprehensive, I also searched keywords about
individual HRM practices (”training,” “compensation,” “reward,” “performance management,”
“appraisal,” “promotion,” “employee participation,” “teamwork,” “hiring,” “staffing,”
“employee empowerment,” “recruitment,” and “selection”), since researchers might not be
consistent about naming their constructs empirically.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS
With the above mentioned scope search keywords, I identified 57 unique papers
including 51 journal publications, 3 dissertations, 2 theses, and 1 research report. Figure 3.1
shows the publications of quantitative papers in the field of firm innovation and HRM systems.
Based on the current selection criteria, the first paper was published in 2000. However, up until
2005, more and more empirical works were devoted to exploring the relationship between firm
innovation and HRM systems. Among these 57 papers, 26 papers included data from
manufacturing industries; 7 papers included data from service industries; and 24 papers included
data from both manufacturing and service industries. As shown in Table 3.1, most of selected
papers surveyed companies in the Anglo, Confucian Asia, and West Europe cultural clusters
(House et al., 2004).
Some of these papers included more than one type of HRM system and/or firm
innovation. In total, these papers contributed 119 records to this meta-analytic study. For the
119 records, 80 records were in the category of innovation in products or services, 15 records
were in the category of innovation in processes, and 24 records were in the category of
innovation in people and organizations (see Table 3.2 for details). For the present study, an
HRM system should include at least three individual HRM practices. Figure 3.2 presents the
number of individual HRM practices in the HRM systems of the selected records. About half of
the selected HRM systems included 3 or 4 individual HRM practices. The most complicated
HRM system included 9 individual HRM practices. The average number of individual HRM
practices within HRM systems was 5. Table 3.3 shows different types of HRM practices in the
HRM systems among the selected 119 meta-analytic records. One can observe that when
exploring overall firm innovation by HRM systems, training and development and compensation
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and benefits were the most frequent HRM practices within the HRM systems studied. The same
pattern can be found for innovation in products or services. When examining innovation in
processes, performance management and appraisal showed up more frequently in the HRM
systems than when explaining in other types of firm innovation. The same pattern of innovation
in processes was also be found in innovation in people and organizations.
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Figure 3.1: Trend of Quantitative Publications in Firm Innovation and HRM Systems
Table 3.1: Sampled Cultural Clusters of Selected Papers
Cultural Cluster List
No. of Selected Papers
Percentage
Africa and Middle East
3
5.26%
Anglo
15
26.32%
Confucian Asia
18
31.58%
Southern Asia
3
5.26%
West Europe
18
31.58%
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Table 3.2: Selected Papers by Different Types of Firm innovation
Innovation in Products or Services
Adebanjo et al. (2020); Armstrong et al. (2010); Boadu et al. (2019); Boehm et al. (2014);
Botelho (2020); Ceylan (2013); Chang et al. (2013);
Chen et al. (2018); Chen et al. (2019); Collins & Smith (2006); Collins (2000); Do (2017);
Donate & Guadamillas (2011); Donate & Guadamillas (2015); Donate et al. (2016);
Fu et al. (2015); Gahan et al. (2020); Gürlek (2020); Jimenez-Jimenez & Sanz-Valle
(2008); Kang (2015); Kianto et al. (2017); Lepak et al. (2007)
Liu (2011); Lopez‐Cabrales et al. (2009); Mavondo et al. (2005);
Messersmith & Guthrie (2010); Messersmith (2008); Nasution et al. (2011);
Nieves & Osorio (2017); Nieves et al. (2016); Olander et al. (2015); Papa et al. (2018);
Patel et al. (2013); Sheehan (2014); Smith et al. (2012); Soo et al. (2017);
Soto-Acosta et al. (2016); Soto-Acosta et al. (2017); Stock & Zacharias (2011); Tang et al.
(2015); Wang & Chen (2013); Wei et al. (2011); Zhang et al. (2016); Zhou et al. (2013);
Zhou et al. (2019)
Innovation in Processes
Al-Tal & Emeagwal (2019); Ceylan (2013); Chang et al. (2019);
Jiménez-Jiménez & Sanz-Valle (2007); Jimenez-Jimenez, & Sanz-Valle (2008);
Mavondo et al. (2005); Messersmith & Guthrie (2010); Messersmith (2008); Nieves et al.
(2016); Smith et al. (2012);
Innovation in People and Organizations
Ceylan (2013); Chang & Huang (2005); Collins (2000); Fu et al. (2015);
Jimenez-Jimenez & Sanz-Valle (2005); Kang (2015); Ko & Ma (2017); Liu et al. (2017);
Messersmith & Guthrie (2010); Para-González et al., (2018); Patel et al. (2013);
Rasheed et al. (2017); Razouk (2011); Song et al. (2019); Stock & Zacharias (2011);
Zhang & Li (2009)
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Table 3.3: Components of HRM Systems and Different Types of Firm Innovation
Innovation in
Innovation in
Overall Firm
Innovation in
Products or
People and
Innovation
Processes
Services
Organizations
Compensation and
91
60
11
20
benefits
Job and work design

84

57

10

17

Training and development

100

66

14

20

Recruiting and selection

79

50

12

17

Employee relations

48

31

8

9

Communication

63

45

10

8

Performance management
and appraisal

83

53

11

19

Promotions

48

27

9

12

Turnover, retention, and
exit management

6

4

2

0

Other

6

5
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Figure 3.2: The Number of Individual HRM Practices within HRM Systems
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When looking at the different cultural clusters and industries, I realized that most of
selected records came from the Anglo, Confucian Asian, and West European researchers.
Manufacturing companies were more welcomed by HRM researchers in their studies of firm
innovation than were service companies in most of the cultural clusters, except for Africa and the
Middle East (see Table 3.4). The popularity of manufacturing companies also showed in the
different types of firm innovation. In the field of human resource management systems and firm
innovation, researchers were less likely to carry out their empirical studies purely based on
service companies. Innovation in products or services have received more researchers’ attention
than innovation in processes or innovation in people and organizations have (see Table 3.5).
Table 3.6 presents the HRM components within HRM systems that explained firm innovation in
different industries. If a study collected data from manufacturing companies, it was very likely
to include compensation and benefits, training and development, and performance management
and appraisal in its HRM systems. However, if a study collected data from service companies, it
was very likely to include compensation and benefits, training and development, and recruitment
and selection in its HRM systems. It is worth noting that turnover, retention, and exit
management are the individual HRM practice least likely to be included within an HRM system
in studies that explore firm innovation.
Table 3.4: Sampled Cultural Clusters and Sampled Industries
Sampled Industries
Cultural Clusters
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Service
and Service
Africa and Middle East
0
1
6
Anglo
31
5
9
Confucian Asia
13
1
12
Southern Asia
2
1
0
West Europe
19
3
16
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Table 3.5: Different Types of Firm Innovation and Sampled Industries
Sampled Industries
Types of Firm Innovation
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Service
and Service
Innovation in Products or Services
47
7
26
Innovation in Processes
3
3
9
Innovation in Organizations and People
15
1
8
Table 3.6: Components of HRM Systems and Sampled Industries
Sampled Industries
Components of HRM Systems
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Service
and Service
Compensation & benefits
48
11
32
Job and work design
44
7
33
Training and development
50
9
41
Recruiting and selection
39
9
31
Employee relations
27
7
14
Communication
39
7
17
Performance management and appraisal
49
5
29
Promotions
24
3
21
Turnover, retention, and exit
2
3
1
management
Other
4
1
1
When analyzing the different types of firm innovation by cultural clusters, I realized that
innovation in products or services played a dominant role in the field of HRM systems and firm
innovation regardless of the sampled cultural clutters. I also found that researchers had no
strong preference for cultural clusters when studying innovation in processes and innovation in
people and organizations (see Table 3.7). Performance management and appraisal, job and work
design, compensation & benefits, and training and development were the most popular individual
HRM practices within HRM systems that explained firm innovation in different cultural clusters
(See Table 3.8).
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Table 3.7: Different Types of Firm Innovation and Sampled Cultural Clusters
Sampled Cultural Clusters
Africa and
Types of Innovation
Confucian Southern
Middle
Anglo
Asia
Asia
East
Innovation in Products or Services
3
28
18
2
Innovation in Processes
2
8
1
0
Innovation in Organizations and People
2
9
7
1
Table 3.8: Different Types of Firm Innovation and Sampled Cultural Clusters
Sampled Cultural Clusters
Africa and
Components of HRM Systems
Confucian Southern
Middle
Anglo
Asia
Asia
East
Compensation & benefits
7
32
19
3
Job and work design
0
30
22
3
Training and development
7
41
22
3
Recruiting and selection
7
36
17
2
Employee relations
0
29
5
2
Communication
0
26
18
2
Performance management and appraisal
2
38
16
2
Promotions
0
25
7
1
Turnover, retention, and exit
0
4
1
0
management
Other
0
3
3
0

West
Europe
29
4
5

West
Europe
30
29
27
17
12
17
25
15
1
0

META-ANALYTIC RESULTS
Before conducting any meta-analytic procedures, researchers need to assess the degree of
publication bias in their data. Publication bias refers to the systematically representative
differences between published studies and unpublished studies (Rothstein et al., 2005). Kepes et
al. (2012) provided an insightful review of the different approaches to assessing publication bias:
failsafe n, subgroup analyses, funnel plot, trim and fill, cumulative meta-analysis, correlation and
regression-based methods, and selection models. Among these seven approaches, Kepes et al.
(2012) recommended the selection models and cumulative meta-analysis approaches to assess
publication bias when researchers conduct meta-analyses with heterogeneous assumptions.
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Selection models are widely used in the Hedges’ meta-analysis methods; the cumulative metaanalysis approach is broadly applied in the Schmidt and Hunter meta-analysis methods (Kepes et
al., 2012). In this paper, I used the Schmidt and Hunter meta-analysis software and therefore
should apply the cumulative meta-analysis approach to detect the extent of any publication bias
in my dataset. For a cumulative meta-analysis, if the mean corrected correlation increases in size
as small sample studies are added, this indicates the possibility of publication bias in the low
sample-size studies (Schmidt & Hunter, 2015). In my study, the range of mean corrected
correlation ranged from .288 to .424. The results suggest that concern for publication bias is low
in my dataset.
The present meta-analysis included 57 unique papers that contributed 119 records to the
topic of HRM systems and different types of firm innovation. Following the suggestions from
Schmidt and Hunter (2014), I conducted a meta-analytic analysis for a group with at least 3
records. Table 3.9.0 presents the overall meta-analytic relationship between HRM systems and
all types of firm innovation. The sample size weighed observed correlation of these two
constructs is .315. After removing the influences of all statistical artifacts, I found a stronger
correlation effect between HRM systems and firm innovation (p̂ =.366) at the population level.
Table 3.10.0, Table 3.11.0, and Table 3.12.0 demonstrate the meta-analytic results between
HRM systems and innovation in products or services (p̂ =.370), innovation in processes (p̂ =.362),
and innovation in people and organization (p̂ =.358). Following the approaches in meta-analysis
studies (Cooke & Sheeran, 2004; Schepers & Wetzels, 2007), I used Fisher’s Z method to
compare the correlation parameters between HRM systems and different types of firm
innovation. When comparing the mean true score correlation (p̂ ) from Table 3.10.0 and Table
3.11.0, I found that there was no statistically significant difference between the strength of the
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relationship between HRM systems and innovation in products or services and the strength of the
relationship between HRM systems and innovation in processes (z=.225). When comparing the
mean true score correlation (p̂ ) from Table 3.11.0 and Table 3.12.0, I found that there was no
statistically significant difference between strength of the relationship between HRM systems
and innovation in processes and the strength of the relationship between HRM systems and
innovation in people and organization (z=.093). When comparing the mean true score
correlation (p̂ ) from Table 3.10.0 and Table 3.12.0, I found that there was no statistically
significant difference between the strength of the relationship between HRM systems and
innovation in products or services, and the strength of the relationship between HRM systems
and innovation in people and organization (z=.386). Therefore, based on the current data, I
found that there was no statistically differences in the relationships between HRM systems and
three different types of firm innovation at the population level (innovation in products or
services, innovation in processes, and innovation in people and organizations).
In the literature of HRM systems and firm innovation, one important future research I
reccomendation is to s to conduct studies in different settings, such as industries (Change et al.,
2013; Donate & Guadamillas, 2011; Donate, & Guadamillas, 2015; Stock & Zacharias, 2011),
countries (Adebanjo et al., 2020; Chang et al., 2019; Kang, 2015; Soto-Acosta et al., 2016),
cultural environments (Botelho, 2020; Ceylan, 2013; Chen et al., 2019; Tang et al., 2015), and
organizational contexts (Jimenez-Jimenez & Sanz-Valle, 2005; Lopez‐Cabrales et al., 2009;
Para-González et al., 2018; Wei et al., 2011). To address this gap, I conducted meta-analytic
studies in different cultural clusters and in different industries.
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Firm Innovation Overall
Table 3.9.1 to Table 3.9.5 show the relationships between HRM systems and overall firm
innovation in different cultural clusters. Table 3.9.9 provides the details when comparing
Fisher’s Z values across different cultural clusters. Results suggest that the relationships
between HRM systems and overall firm innovation were stronger in the African and Middle East
(p̂ =.677) and Southern Asian cultural (p̂ =.695) clusters than in other cultural clusters.
Table 3.9.6 to Table 3.9.8 show the relationships between HRM systems and overall firm
innovation in different sampled industries. When comparing these meta-analytic parameters, I
found that the relationship between HRM Systems and overall firm innovation in the service
industries (p̂ =.551) was stronger than these relationships in manufacturing or mixed industries
(See table 3.9.10).
Innovation in Products or Services
Table 3.10.1 to Table 3.10.4 show the relationships between HRM systems and
innovation in products or services at different cultural clusters. Table 3.10.8 provides the details
when comparing Fisher’s Z values in the different cultural clusters. Results suggest that the
relationship between HRM systems and innovation in products or services is strongest in the
African and Middle East cluster (p̂ =.587), followed by the Confucian Asian cluster (p̂ =.400).
Table 3.10.5 to Table 3.10.7 show the relationships between HRM ystems and innovation
in products or services at different industries. When comparing these meta-analytic parameters, I
found that the relationship between HRM systems and innovation in products or services in the
service industries (p̂ =.623) was stronger than in manufacturing or mixed industries (See table
3.10.9).
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Innovation in Processes
Table 3.11.1 and Table 3.11.2 show the relationships between HRM systems and
innovation in processes for different cultural clusters. When comparing Fisher’s Z values in
different cultural clusters, I found no statistically significant difference between effect size
(Fizher’s Z=.477) across clusters.
Table 3.11.3 and Table 3.11.4 show the relationships between HRM systems and
innovation in processes for different industries. When comparing Fisher’s Z values in different
cultural clusters, I found no statistically significant difference between these effect size (Fizher’s
Z=.223) within a given industry.
Innovation in People and Organizations
Table 3.12.1 to Table 3.12.3 show the relationships between HRM systems and
innovation in people and organizations for different cultural clusters. Table 3.12.6 provides the
details when comparing Fisher’s Z values across different cultural clusters. Results suggest that
there is no statistically significant difference among the effect sizes of HRM systems on
innovation in people and organizations in different cultural clusters.
Table 3.12.4 and Table 3.12.5 show the relationships between HRM systems and
innovation in people and organizations for different industries. When comparing these metaanalytic parameters, I found that there was no statistically significant difference among the effect
sizes of HRM systems on innovation in people and organizations across different industries
(Fisher’s Z=.247).
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DISCUSSION
Based on the data analyses, it is clear that researchers tend to collect data mainly from
manufacturing industries in the Anglo cultural cluster when empirically exploring the
relationship between HRM systems and firm innovation. Based on different cultural clusters,
researchers demonstrate different interests in the components of HRM systems that potentially
explain firm innovation. The meta-analytic analysis results of the present study demonstrate the
dynamic relationships between HRM systems and different types of firm innovation. Cultural
clusters and industries indeed played a moderating role in the previous relationships. More
future research is needed to explore the relationship between HRM systems and innovation in
processes.
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Table 3.9.0: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm Innovation in All Cultural Clusters and All Industries
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
119
21,236
.315
.186
.070
.173
.366
.202
.112
.620
.327
.405
14.248
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.

Table 3.9.1: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm Innovation in the African and Middle East Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
7
1,277
.582
.224
.062
.215
.677
.248
.360
.994
.484
.870
7.535
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.
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Table 3.9.2: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm Innovation in the Anglo Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
45
9,358
.261
.104
.067
.079
.304
.091
.187
.421
.269
.339
41.537
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.

Table 3.9.3: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm Innovation in the Confucian Asian Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
26
4,312
.326
.162
.072
.145
.379
.167
.165
.592
.306
.451
19.981
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.
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Table 3.9.4: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm Innovation in the Southern Asian Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
3
729
.598
.260
.055
.254
.695
.292
.321
1.069
.353
1.038
4.505
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.

Table 3.9.5: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm Innovation in the West European Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
38
5,610
.301
.206
.077
.191
.350
.220
.068
.632
.274
.426
14.046
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.
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Table 3.9.6: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm Innovation in the Manufacturing Industries
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
65
11,245
.296
.144
.072
.125
.344
.143
.161
.528
.304
.385
24.975
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample si.143ze weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.

Table 3.9.7: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm Innovation in the Service Industries
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
11
1,976
.474
.215
.065
.204
.551
.235
.250
.852
.404
.699
9.160
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.
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Table 3.9.8: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm Innovation in the Mixed Industries
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
43
8,015
.302
.212
.069
.200
.352
.230
.057
.646
.278
.425
10.724
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.
Table 3.9.9: Fisher’s Z Values When Comparing Results from Table 3.9.1 to Table 3.9.5
Table
Table
Table
Table
k
N
p̂
3.9.1
3.9.2
3.9.3
3.9.4
Table 3.9.1: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm
.677
7
1,277
Innovation in the African and Middle East Cultural Cluster
Table 3.9.2: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm
.304
45 9,358
8.533
Innovation in the Anglo Cultural Cluster
Table 3.9.3: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm
.379
26 4,312
6.658
-2.308
Innovation in the Confucian Asian Cultural Cluster
Table 3.9.4: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm
.695
3
729
-.366
-7.055
-5.717
Innovation in the Southern Asian Cultural Cluster
Table 3.9.5: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm
.350
38 5,610
7.380
-1.525
.826
6.328
Innovation in the West European Cultural Cluster
Note: |Z|>1.960 is significant at two tailed .05 level; |Z|>2.576 is significant at two tailed .01 level; |Z|>3.291 is significant at two
tailed .001 level.
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Table 3.9.10: Fisher’s Z Values When Comparing Results from Table 3.9.6 to Table 3.9.8
Table
Table
k
N
p̂
3.9.6
3.9.7
Table 3.9.6: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm Innovation in
.344
65 11,245
the Manufacturing Industries
Table 3.9.7: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm Innovation in
.551
11
1,976
-5.350
the Service Industries
Table 3.9.8: HRM Systems and All Types of Firm Innovation in
.352
43
8,015
-0.311
5.015
the Mixed Industries
Note: |Z|>1.960 is significant at two tailed .05 level; |Z|>2.576 is significant at two tailed .01 level; |Z|>3.291 is significant at two
tailed .001 level.

k
80

N
14,429

r̅
.319

Table 3.10.0: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or Services
SDpre
SDp
SDr
SDres
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
p̂
.167
.070
.152
.370
.173
.148
.592
.327

CIUL
.412

%Var
17.410

Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.
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Table 3.10.1: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or Services in the African and Middle East Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
3
668
.507
.137
.058
.125
.587
.142
.405
.770
.407
.767
17.727
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.

Table 3.10.2: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or Services in the Anglo Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
28
6,554
.276
.105
.063
.085
.319
.097
.195
.444
.274
.365
35.260
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.
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Table 3.10.3: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or Services in the Confucian Asian Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
18
2,970
.345
.148
.072
.130
.400
.149
.209
.590
.320
.479
23.288
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.

Table 3.10.4: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or Services in the West European Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
29
3,747
.314
.198
.082
.180
.363
.206
.099
.627
.280
.447
17.021
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.
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Table 3.10.5: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or Services in Manufacturing Industries
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
47
8,432
.305
.131
.070
.110
.354
.126
.192
.515
.310
.397
28.850
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.

Table 3.10.6: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or Services in Service Industries
k
N
%Var
SDpre
SDp
r̅
SDr
SDres
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
7
1,307
.538
.217
.061
.209
.623
.239
.317
.929
.436
.809
7.776
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.
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Table 3.10.7: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or Services in Mixed Industries
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
26
4,690
.284
.163
.071
.147
.328
.169
.112
.544
.256
.401
18.668
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.

Table 3.10.8: Fisher’s Z Values When Comparing Results from Table 3.10.1 to Table 3.10.4
Table
Table
Table
k
N
p̂
3.10.1
3.10.2
3.10.3
Table 3.10.1: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or
.587
3
668
Services in the African and Middle East Cultural Cluster
Table 3.10.2: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or
.319
28 6,554
4.208
Services in the Anglo Cultural Cluster
Table 3.10.3: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or
.400
18 2,970
2.907
-2.104
Services in the Confucian Asian Cultural Cluster
Table 3.10.4: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or
.363
29 3,747
3.478
-1.215
.881
Services in the West European Cultural Cluster
Note: |Z|>1.960 is significant at two tailed .05 level; |Z|>2.576 is significant at two tailed .01 level; |Z|>3.291 is significant at two
tailed .001 level.
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Table 3.10.9: Fisher’s Z Values When Comparing Results from Table 3.10.5 to Table 3.10.6
Table
Table
k
N
p̂
3.10.5
3.10.6
Table 3.10.5: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or
.354
47
8,432
Services in Manufacturing Industries
Table 3.10.6: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or
.623
7
1,307
-6.047
Services in Service Industries
Table 3.10.7: HRM Systems and Innovation in Products or
.328
26
4,690
.807
6.217
Services in Mixed Industries
Note: |Z|>1.960 is significant at two tailed .05 level; |Z|>2.576 is significant at two tailed .01 level; |Z|>3.291 is significant at two
tailed .001 level.

Table 3.11.0: HRM Systems and Innovation in Processes
k
N
%Var
SDpre
SDp
r̅
SDr
SDres
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
15
2,834
.311
.257
.069
.248
.362
.285
-.002
.727
.211
.513
7.150
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.
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Table 3.11.1: HRM Systems and Innovation in Processes in the Anglo Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
8
1487
.225
.112
.071
.087
.262
.100
.135
.390
.172
.353
40.295
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.

Table 3.11.2: HRM Systems and Innovation in Processes in the West European Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
SDpre
SDp
r̅
SDr
SDres
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
4
828
.192
.162
.068
.147
.223
.169
.007
.440
.039
.408
17.716
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts
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Table 3.11.3: HRM Systems and Innovation in Processes in the Service Industries
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
3
549
.377
.140
.068
.122
.438
.141
.258
.619
.254
.623
23.507
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts

Table 3.11.4: HRM Systems and Innovation in Processes in the Mixed Industries
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
9
1,640
.361
.299
.068
.291
.420
.335
-.009
.848
0193
.647
5.242
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts
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Table 3.12.0: HRM Systems and Innovation in People and Organizations
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
24
3,973
.301
.194
.074
.179
.358
.210
.078
.627
.266
.450
14.761
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.

Table 3.12.1: HRM Systems and Innovation in People and Organizations in the Anglo Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
SDpre
SDp
r̅
SDr
SDres
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
a
a
a
a
9
1,317
.230
.057
.080
0
.273
0
.273
.273
.229
.317
100b
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.
a
Based on a simulation study from Brannick et al. (2019), researchers found the Hunter and Schmidt method tends to have a narrower
range for credibility intervals and confidence intervals compared to other meta-analysis methods. The main reason is that the Hunter
and Schmidt method selected estimators with small sampling variances. “When the number of effect sizes is small (say 5 or 10), the
difference can be large enough to be consequential” (Brannick et al., 2019: 494).
b
Percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts as calculated by the Hunter and Schmidt meta-analysis program was
actually greater than 100%, since the Hunter and Schmidt method tends to overestimate the amount of variance due to sampling error
when K and N are small (Brannick & Hall, 2001; Rabl et al., 2014).
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Table 3.12.2: HRM Systems and Innovation in People and Organizations in the Confucian Asian Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
7
176
.239
.151
.075
.131
.284
.154
.088
.481
.151
.417
24.827
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.

Table 3.12.3: HRM Systems and Innovation in People and Organizations in the West European Cultural Cluster
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
5
1,035
.342
.237
.067
.228
.406
.268
.064
.749
.159
.653
7.855
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.
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Table 3.12.4: HRM Systems and Innovation in People and Organizations in Manufacturing Industries
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
15
2,168
.309
.177
.079
.159
.367
.186
.129
.606
.261
.474
19.851
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.

Table 3.12.5: HRM Systems and Innovation in People and Organizations in Mixed Industries
k
N
%Var
r̅
SDr
SDpre
SDres
SDp
CVLL
CVUL
CILL
CIUL
p̂
8
1,685
.297
.218
.067
.207
.353
.243
.042
.664
.174
.532
9.406
Note: k = number of independent samples; N= total sample size; r̅ = sample size weighted mean observed correlation
SDr = sample size weighted standard deviation of observed correlations; SDpre = standard deviation of observed correlations predicted
from all artifacts; SDres = standard deviation of observed correlations after removal variances due to all artifacts; p̂ = mean true score
correlation (corrected for unreliability in both variables); SDp = true score standard deviation; CVLL and CVUL = lower and upper
bounds, respectively, of the 80% credibility interval; CILL and CIUL = lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% confidence
interval around the mean true score correlation; %Var = percentage of variance attributable to statistical artifacts.
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Table 3.12.6: Fisher’s Z Values When Comparing Results from Table 3.12.1 to Table 3.12.3
Table
Table
k
N
p̂
3.12.1
3.12.2
Table 3.12.1: HRM Systems and Innovation in People and
.273
9
1,317
Organizations in the Anglo Cultural Cluster
Table 3.12.2: HRM Systems and Innovation in People and
.284
7
176
-.074
Organizations in the Confucian Asian Cultural Cluster
Table 3.12.3: HRM Systems and Innovation in People and
.406
5
1,035
-1.182
-.845
Organizations in the West European Cultural Cluster
Note: |Z|>1.960 is significant at two tailed .05 level; |Z|>2.576 is significant at two tailed .01 level; |Z|>3.291 is significant at two
tailed .001 level.
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